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End up being honest, you’ve had a shitty day. Each of them love to tension you out. Kids? Pets? Neighbors?
Function? Don’t bottle it up, color what you need to state! With 50 designs, we’ve got any curse, swear, or
putdown you can imagine, ready to fucking color! Express the method that you sense about your boss, bad
grades, your neighbor or the DMV. Color your way to less stress! A large number of coloring pages
designed for adults Each coloring web page is designed to help relax and inspire The variety of web pages
ensure something for each and every skill level Use the selection of coloring tool (pens, pencils, markers,
crayons) Each coloring page is on another sheet TAGS: black coloring reserve, midnight coloring book,
black adult coloring book, midnight adult coloring reserve, sweary coloring publication, swear word
coloring book, swear phrases adult coloring reserve, bullshit reserve, bullshit coloring reserve, james
alexander, memos to shitty people, relaxed the fuck down, chill the fuck out, sasha o'hara, johanna
basford,adult coloring books black history,adult coloring books black paper 50 Unique Designs to Color!
Color to your fucking hearts content material!
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Bad quality I really enjoy the notion of this reserve and was very excited for this to arrive. I purchased this
for my 80 year old aunt who has dementia and can occasionally drop a big outdated cuss term. Keeping her
coloring and laughing helps her so much. So I thought this was ideal. She LOVES it. is definitely a rather
big let down frankly it looks like they superimposed giant curse phrases over photocopies of additional .
What a riot. They are so funny! I use while in chemo. Really awful design and low-quality printing. ..
Appears like a stupid thing to complain about, but it actually hurts my eye when I'm attempting to color in
the lines. I haven’t seen her laugh as much as she do while reading the words. It can be s'pose to become a
chtistmas gift. Really worth the price and shipping and delivery was fast too!. Missing 6 pages out from the
book I love the reserve, but unfortunately you can find 6 pages ripped from it even before We was able to
utilize it. Extremely shoddy. Sugartits. Discharge your anger and purchase a different book. I was really
excited to understand this, but disappointed when We opened it and looked at all the pictures. It's simply
pretty designs with swear terms dropped along with them -- seriously lazy way to create. They probably just
took another book that they had already designed with pretty plants and stuff and stated, "Hey, let's drop
some dirty words on these and sell the book again! Very helpful! I must say i haven't had this matter before
with amazon's delivery. I could have done a similar thing and then just put them in Illustrator and typed
terms over them. That's basically what was done here.Also, even though they are only printed using one
side, markers will seep through these pages therefore put something under them or tear them away if you are
likely to color them.Save your valuable money and get yourself a book that was actually designed with the
words because the focus, not an afterthought. I've had some terrible stress, stress and anger issues recently.
She'll still laugh at it, but I was longing for something better. And since it isn't technically defective, it could
cost more than the merchandise to send it back. Oh well, live and @#$%#$%& learn. The greater bulk of
the pages are extremely blurry and nearly every picture is way off center so it appears incomplete and
simply really appears like someone photocopied the entire thing. I am really upset with the product. I was
really looking forward to this book and now I'm just really angry that this is the way I received my
publication. High School Graduation Gift for Parent Gave this to a mother or father who survived hosting a
High College Grad Party. Also, the designs are somewhat pixelated rather than printed well, like someone
took low-res images off the internet. I've 1 more package coming in and I hope another package isnt the
same. Fun but inadequate quality It's a fun coloring book, but the background mandala images are
HORRIBLE quality.. It's just like the creator grabbed images off from google and stretched them as large as
they could go. Again, fun coloring book, but I would recommend trying another seller. repetitive designs
This book may contain 50 coloring pages, but it uses the same background designs over and over.
Occasionally it enlarges them or locations them in a different way on the page. The quality can be not
consistent through the entire book - sometimes the web pages just appear to be poor copies or poor/pixelated
enlargements. I'd not recommend this book to others. Wish I'd possess sprung for a more expensive/higher
quality book. Love the blackout webpages! Only complaints are the pages bleed pretty bad and they aren’t
serrated for easy removal from the reserve so you will need to use a solid enough blotter web page when
using markers or you’ll have to use scissors to slice the page out of the publication if using markers no
blotter web page as your work will bleed through onto the mext picture if you don’t. I put a lot of effort in to
the drawings I really do and the quality of the image includes a lot to do with it.. Meh It's a fun book but the
quality is indeed poor it kinda makes it hard to enjoy. The pages look photocopied in a brilliant low quality.
The lines are blurry and faded. Recommended Great selection of cursewords and designs. Avoid no matter
what. Words are cut off, images look like these were pulled off the internet and blown up. Cheaply put
together contents. Clearly not Amazons fault because they print what they're given. Really bad book.
Returning, really bad TERRIBLE images and printing!" I will have looked nearer before buying. I'm
actually sad because I bought this as a gift and wanted it to end up being nicer. When I use this, I experience
as if I am distracted rather than focusing on the rest of the stuff. Helps a lot. It's provided some interesting



fresh insults to my sweary vocabulary.! She wanted to color them all immediately and hands them to all the
people she understands that the word describes. She has really broadened her vocabulary, and even better
insists we call her Ms...lol. Disappointed Disappointed when we recieved it. Hilarious and Fun! This book is
a rather big let down frankly it appears like they superimposed giant curse words over photocopies of other
adult coloring book pages.. it was broken!. Poor quality. I love this one...ugh Go for it It's never boring! I got
a few coloring books for after I had surgery. Gotta choose a better one and spend more money. They are fun
and funny! Plus, I think it is entertaining to color among these therefore sweetly and put them in my
husband's lunchbox rather than a cute wifey like note.This is great. The designs looked cool and exactly
what I was looking for. The book arrived and all but maybe 2 of the web pages are pixelated and poor
quality, making it difficult to find some lines and make the drawing look quality. Overall, I’m content with
this buy and I also bought a duplicate for my girlfriend who laughed her @$$ off when she received it! This
publication would absolutely be perfect otherwise. Honestly I might just have among these on hand at all
times, perfect for co worker bdays, top secret santa, etc. I determined just to go out and purchase one
therefore i knew I was getting the best quality that I payed for. They loved it!. This was a gift for my
boyfriend who was undergoing major surgery. It had been a big success! The Nurses and PT staff thought it
had been hilarious and it kept him using his hands/eye contact that was pivotal for his recovery. I’m longing
for a remake with smoother lines.
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